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2.A The Grooved Ware pits 

2.A.1 Description of the excavated features 

784 Small circular pit 0.9 m-across and 0.18-m deep, filled with dark-brown charcoal-flecked soil and 
raany\small burnt stones. A radiocarbon date from this feature was4100±lG0 BP (HAR-5498). 

Finis: Pottery (PI Fig. 8.1); flintwork (46 pieces comprising 8 scrapers, 1 serrated flake, 1 
possible projectile point, 2 miscellaneous retouched flakes, 4 utilized flakes, 3' cores, 26 flakes, 

yand I module); animal bone (8 fragments including cattle, pig and red deer) and two bone points 
. (Fig . l2) . * • - - • _ - , . 

785 Small circular pit 1.0 m across and 0.12 m deep, filled with black' charcoal stained soil containing^ 
a few burnt stones and flecks of rqd bum£girth._ Pottery found in one mass squashed against the 
westjside. - '. '> % *.^ • 4 .-.-.-*;. 

F p s : pMery (P2-P4, Figs, $.2-4); flmtwork,(23 pifc^cftnprising 2 utHized?f|a3£es,*l core, 
15 fails and 5 calcined lumpsj see Fig. ll);*animal bone (21 fragments including cattle,,pig and 

/ md peer); a quartzite pebble usea* as a light hammerstone, probably in flintwferking (Fig. 13_|, 
"962 Large approximateiyjiipcilar pit cut by a smaller oval pit or.posthole (983) on the east sMe. 962 

is about L3#% across Incft).2 m deep. There were four fills (see Fig. 116 on Fiche l.#4). 
v Finds: Pottery (P5 arjaP6 Fig, 8,5); flintwork.(48jnejges comprising 3 scrapers, 2 serrat§d "flakes, 
2 utilized flakes, 4 cores, 36 flakes, and 1 calcined lump); animal bpne (57 fragmeniSjJmehiding 

f ttle, sheep, pig,,.red de|r, and dog); and part of the shell of a freshwater mollu§e^sA.-fadiocarborl 
te from tie upper fiAlof this^ature (layer 4) was 3940±8Q^p (HAR-1500), One from the lower 

fill (layer 1) was 3820±90 BP (HAR-5501). ' ^ 
983 Oval jha§«e€posthole cut into the east side of 962 (Fig. 116 gn.Fiche. 1#4). Dimensions 0.83 rrr 
5 {ejftKw^)s6y Q-73 m (north-south) and 0.15 m deep, wfTtfa: central hollow about 0.4.3 m in 
--. •" luameter a|td 0.10 m deeper. This hollow might represent a post poationrbut there are no traces in 

'tj|^ reMajHSSef of the fill to suggest a post-pipe and packing. There, were three fills. 
. Jinds: burnt clay (11 g); flints (18 pieces comprising 1 hammerstone and 17 flakes); and animal 
bonelPp fragments including cattle â ddpig;)- • ' *_ " 
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Figure 116 Plan and section{ofGrooved Ware piiQ$2 aHdposthole 983 

Piehe 1 ^ ^ ? . V 
Frame 4 
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2.A.2 Pottery . 

Table 29 on Fiche 1 #5-summarizes the incidence of Groove'd Ware by context. 

The Grooved Ware pits 

Feature . Number of vessels Pot numbers Feature 
Fabric-1 Fabric 2 

Pot numbers 

. 785 
"962 

1 (100) 
3 • (225) 
1 (16++) 

0 
0 
1 (12) 

PI 
P2,P3,P4 
P5.P6 , . , 

Totals 5 (341++) 1 - <12) 
' Figures in brackets indicate total weight of sherd's in grams 

Table-29 Summary of Grooved Ware pottery by context 

* 2.A.2.a Catalogue af Grooved Ware sherds 

large vessel to judge 

'$* jfi-

*%« 

PI Five ^odysherds from a thick-walled vessel in Fabric 1. It was probably a 
from the thickness of tfaevsherds (10-12 mm). The interionand exterior suijfaces are a pale red-
orange colour, and the core is dark. Abundant pieces,of sl&Fand limestone are visible in the 
surfaces. The outer face is decorated with a pair of lightljNmcised vertical lines intersected by four 

• diagonal parallel lines. Wt J00 g.'Fig. 8.1. "•%> " •- .„ •$._ ..-<"-\- \ 
P2 Eight hodysherds from the central portion olV thin-walled vessel in a fine version of Fabric 

ir'*&;\sjas a fairly small vessel to judge from the thicknes's^f the walls u6-7 mm). The outer 
; fa^;f^)inkish'-re4r^ol9ur, the inner face and core-dark brown to black, 'l/he vessel was heavily 
*bm&mettted, having an incised horizontal'grooved line below which were horizontal zigzag lines. 

;m27g. Fig. fe;w - v ; ' ' • >-~'/ ; * 
P3 Eighteen sherds Representing a substantial part of the rinyand upper bod^ portion of a medium-

sized vessel in Fabric 1» The overall rim diameter is aUout/200 ram, and the sherds suggest slightly 
"sloping sides. I|.was probably a rub-shaped vessel! The cojtaur of the outer/surface ranges from pink 
iu*ough»tor4artbrown. The interior surface and core isAjniformly darlf^rown to black. The rim 

;v \% upright, pointed, and-has a pronounced bevel on t>er inside (like Wain^vright & Lpngworth 1971 
type 24'KThe bevel is decorated by a wavy line wi$k stab marks in the p/eaks and troughs, hounded 

V*^" ^ ^Sd bottom' by lightly-incised grooved lines. There is a pair of parallel ho^iiontal grooved 
-^im^:al0l% thejoutside of tile rim, below which is a frieze ofrustigated decoration comprising 

-;50|koBtally set wavy lines punctuated by small pits. This pattern ^as created by n%£jcuttin|f a 
- ^series of deeply ihc-ised lines around t̂he vessel and thenjmpressing/a blunt point inio the incisecj 

Lines at intervals and movingit up and down to force tieridges of j&aykbetween the grooves into 
wavy lines. Wt 130 g'. fig. 8,3. * / " \ •-•,. 

P4*Nine sherds from the flat base and lower body of a me dilpl-sized jtessel in Fabric I. These pieces 
ma)^ represent the base*"Fqr P3., but the fabric of P4 is finer, limestone more dominant, and the 

' colouring ratr^£$ifYgrent, The outer face is fight grey, almost while, in places," but the inner surface • 
and c^reiiljladfeThe^unction between the Base~atid^he side wAiri$ of simple form (Wainwfight 
&Lohgworth 1971, Fig! 22A). There.is no decoration present^^fe^ g. Fig, 8.4. . | 

PS Ten sherds representing part o l ^ rim ajjd kjjper bodyportipfljofSfeecHum-sized vessel in fabric 
I. One large rimsheri irdm this vessels was* published in the interim account of the drroove^^are 
pits (Jones 1-976, Fig. 2,1).. It was probably a, fafrly straigh$-^ded,-buc^t^shaperj pot. T ^ outer 
facjtjs Very dark brown to dark greyish-brown atid the tempering is siightlyieached. The rim* 
Is* upright, pointed in cross section, "and there h a slight beVeI on the inside. The decoration on 
the outer face comprises two shallow zigzag lines along thef rim, below which is a deeply incised 
grooved line, and below thiŝ a panel of ras^feated deeoYatic^ comprising wavy îines as. <̂d $3. Wt 
>16|.;Hg.-S.5. •' ' " • ^:'^:': -'' 

Fiche I 
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¥6 FOOT small abraded sherds from a vessel of unknown type in fabric 2. Soma of the sherds may 
have t?eeh retired or burnt as they show discolouration and vitrification. The remaining pieces are 
dark brown to black in colour. One very small sherd may be wimsherd or simply a coil-join. This 
is the only vessel in Fabric 2, Wt 12 g. Not illustrated. \ 

2.A,2.b Early prehisteric pottery fabrics and thin-section results 

Macroscopic inspection of the prehistoric pottery fabrics (GroQj*ed Ware, Beaker, and Early Bronze 
Age ware) l^eftled the presence of six fabric types. Sample sherds representative of Fabrics 1-5 
were selected from the available assemblage and used for microscopic studies of the fabric matrix and 
non-plastic additives. A sample of daub from Beaker pit 1260 was also analysed in the same wa^ 
Table 30 on Fiche 1#6 summarizes the contextual details of the samples analysed. . 

fabric Sample type Context Thin-section slide number 
1 

~2 

SheM r̂ f—- N276 1 

~2 

Sherd •. 962 - ' N406 . „ 
1 

~2 
Sherd ns ^ ,H408.. -- . '& 

1 

~2 Sherd .962' ' N277 

1 

~2 
Sherd 962 N40f 

3 Sherd 1260 N399 
4 JShefd ,̂ 1260 N400 4 

Sherd 1260 ^401 
4 

Sherd , 1260 *N4<32. 

4 

Sherd 1260 ' N403 ** 

4 

Sherd 1260 mm 
5 Sherd 1260 N405 
6 -_. not thin-sectioned 
Daufc Sample^ 1260 N410 

H»;>-* 

Note: The thin-sections prepared for this study are%ow housed in the Thin-
Library of tiie Department^ Archaeology, University ofJputhagyajpa. ,Thin-
slide numbers are given herl. : '•**?•?* '"'"' ••• • 

section 
section 

*3b£de $0 Summary ofearly prehistoric pottery samples examined in thin-section 

Fabric! Grooved Waie. Fossil'shell and limestone tempered -,:_>,.. 
In-the'hand specimen this-fabric is sqft and slightly crumbly It is distinctive because of the 

abundance of crushed shell fragments and small pie'ces of limestone present in the surface and in 
the fresh break. The fabric is generally coarse and slightly granular. ITjere are variations in the 
density of additives between vessels, the thinner walled examples tending to have lem shell which 
is also more finely crushed. " • . ; , . -̂  ^ 

In min-secti&i^h^T^fl'S h$s a fine-grained anisotropic groundmass containing some finely 
.-.crushed calcareous mfWEt and awSryJight scatter qf ralca flecks. Angular to sub-angular quartz 

grains up to 6.1 mm across cov«r ajjouf 6% of the ftlld $f view. Set within the groiindmass is a 
heavy scatter of non-plastic ac l̂itives which comprise"Tragmdrtts of fossil sljell well crushed and 

^ in pieces^up to 3.0 mm long^mnd swb-angular fragments. of*limestone, up to 2.5 mm across. The 
ttnattone wfib^ps shell and oolitltsifoand together with %jpry 'thin calcareous cement. Slide 
N40§ contains, MlShfiuon^jagments of fossî cjpral stemsjhid fragments of a slightly more shelly 

; limestone. ' " :%-fbT ;•-. e '' - "*' \ •' 
.« -. The source of this fabriciiTikely tô Be among tnV<aicareous%eiays of the Cotswolds, although 

noexacliparall^risknown a^present. -
Fabric % ?(kooved Ware. Fine shell and quartzite tempered 

Fiche 1 Framed 
*• ^ ^ f c ^ 

0 ^ 
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La the hand specimen this fabric is hard and fine-textured. The additives are finely crushed and x 

are not obtrusive on the vessel surfaces. J 
la thin-section this fabric has a fine-grained^groundmass which contrastSCwiln Fabric 1 in being 

markedly less calcareous and more micaceous. Angular to sub-angular grains^o^quarfz up to 
0.1 torn, acrpts are widely scattered, representing nearly 6% of the field of view. The main non-
piastiCftdditives comprise abundant fragments of finely crushed shell and very occasional pieces 
of quartzfte, The shell is fresh looking and there is no 'visible calcareous cement which suggests a 
rather different source to the shell in Fabric 1. r !" . -**' 

The source of this fabric is unlikely to be on the Cotswoldf. proper, more probably it derives 
from deposits in the Upper Thames Valley. -M-?̂  "-

Fabric 3 Beaker. Grog tempered. ... " «~^ ^* 
In the hand specimen this fabric is fairly hard, usually red or orange in colour with FOttffiJdd |!p;Q|| 

pellets of the same or similar colour visible in the surface and in the fracture. ' •* 
In thin-section this fabric has a fine-grained highly micaceous groundmass. The mica flecks are 

fresh, a golden colour under crossed polars, and up to 0.1 mm long, there is a light scatter of fine 
quartz grains mostly in the size range 0.01 to 0.08 mm across with very occasional larger pieces 
up to 0.5 mm across. The density of quartz grains is aboilfe % of the field of view. Fragments 
of non-translucent iron ore are also present, Withkithe grpundmass there are abundant rounded 
pieces ofgrog up to 1,8 mm across and representedfinjihe same basic fabric as the matrix. The clay 
is wej| mixed, with few air pockets* **^" 

^fo specific source can be suggested for this fabric, but it is likely to originate in the Upper. 
Thames Valley rather than onthe nearby high ground. There are close similarities between samples 
of Gault clay from the general area and the matrix of this fabric. 

Fabric 4 Beaker. Grog and shell tempered. vf 
In the hand specimen this fabric is usually fairly hard, slightly granular in texture*with round 

.* pellets of grog in the same or similar colour to the matrix and fragments of broken shell visible in 
r til© surface and fresh fracture. The quantity of shell varies considerably between sherds and even 

within large sherdsT from a sparse to an abundant scatter. The shell is usually white or grey and is 
toft. - ' ' 

In thin-section this fabric has a groundmftls similar to that of Fabric 3, but in addition to the' 
.presence of grog tempering there is also a light^satfer of well crushel ?fossil shell in fragments up 

V?^tdlj|5 jnm long.. •"*;-,- *~J „ 
«%fThe source of this fabric is probably the same as for Fabric 3, probably i-n'the general vicinity of 

** the site. 
Fabric 5 Beaker, Flint tempered. - /.[ • •, • •' 

In the hand specimen this fabricirfairly hard, slightly granularin texture with Occasional8visible 
, grog pelietsiilce Fabric, 4 and 5, but is distinguished bynhe presence of small chipS of flint which ' 
are usually white in colour, angular, and hard. :J/tk, ]t.'^ 

m thin-section t^s fabric has a groundmass similar to that of Fabric^.,""BWNbss/ckse the main 
tempering agent present is finely crushed'flint in fragments up to 1.0-mi|i^ong, almough longer 
pieces are present in the hand specimen. *. l 

The source of the fabric is probably 'the same as for Fabrics 3 and 4. 
Fabric 6 Early Bronze Age. Grog tempered, 

In the hand specimen this fabric is dark find.slightly greasy-to the touch. The .surface is slightly 
pitted in places. Rounded grog fragments can be see,n in the fracture. 

This fabric was not thin-sectioned fpr microscopic study. 
Daub Beaker, • 

- Hie clay represented by this sample has a fine-grained_n6n-jjiic«fcdus groundmaas which contains 
a light scatter of angular aoh-Mnslucent iron ore and an abundance- (about ^$ % of thet field of 
view) of small angular quartz fragments mostly in the size range t).03-0 Anim: across. Same of the 

Rebel,- f . " ; . ; ' ' Rwmy 
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-.quartz fragments are crazed and weathered. One fragment of microcline feidspa* was noted. 
Not specific source can be given for this clay but it is likely to be local to the site. The best 

match is with Oxford clay from the Fairford area, but it must be noted that this clay outcrops over 
a very wide area. The clay represented by this daub is distinct from any of the clays used in the 
manufacture of pottery. 

2.A,2.d Discussion 

It is especially notable that the Grooved 'Ware and Beaker pottery appear in distinct fabrics which 
suggest the use of different clay sources or source areas. The Grooved Ware Fabric 1 is typical of 
Grooved Ware from the area in being coarse, unevenly mixed and tempered with relatively large 
rock fragments. Fabric 2 is rather less usual. In detail, however, the Grooved Ware fabrics heWat 
Roughground Farm are distinct from those at The Loders, Lechlade (Darvill et at 1986, 28). Fabric / 
1 at Roughground Farm contains rather different types of shell and limestone tp1h# fabric from-iNf 
Loders, and no crushed quartzite was present in the fabric from The Loders. 

The Beaker fabrics also conform to the expected technology of that tradition of pot making. Fine 
fabrics which contain well prepared additives and which are finely mixed and dense tf'pify Beaker 
wares in the Upper Thames area. The fact that the same clay was used for all thr^g fabrics, but that 
a variety of additives were mixed with the clay, hints that there may bellbme fffictional differences 
between yjpfsels in different fabrics. ** " 

2.A.3' Jp te twork 1 ^ 

Fig: 9_": ^ K: 

2,A.3.a Catalogue ^f the grooved \\ are flint types 
•• - 1 •' J - < * / ' 

Scrapers Eleven scF&pers are present and represent the most numerous tool type. All are made on 
large chunky flakes, five of therfT oft cortical flakes. All the scrapers were made on flakes jyith a 
maximum length (meffsllfed at light angles to the striking platform) within the range 42-79 mm. 
In two cases (Figs. 9.3 and 4) manufacture iny^yed the removal of the bulb of p%cussion. One 
example (Fig. 9.18) is a gide scraper, the reminder are end Papers . The^iefouch is generally J 

steep, over 45 degrees/.a.rid over half the scrj$>ers%giy be called 'bull-ndsed' types. Substantial 
portions of the circumference of most examples,cafry/etouch. 

..„ Extent of retouch quarter half three-quarters total circumference 
Number of examples 3 3 5 0 

One example (Fig. 9.3) has been-iighfry bcu3it„and4§^]ightly crazed. 
Serrated flakes All the three example wer? made on-long rfakes. The example from 7|$j(.Fig, 9.10) 

and one from 962 (Fig, 9.20) havf*serrations down one side of the flake only,- but the second 
example from 962 (Fig. 9.19) has serrations along both sides. A smalt'-area of polishing at the 

* distal end of theBro^n example from 962 (Fig. 9.^0) shows that this^piece was madefrom a reused* 
implement, possibly a polished flint axe. ' / < **'. ** w_ . 

Projectile point One possible example comes from 784 (Fig. 9.9).-It has been lightly toftt w l u W 
: makes full appraisal difficult, but there are clear signs of extensive and careful retouching to produce 

an a^mjmetrical pointed outline even though the tongitudinaypronle and*§f®ss section are ratter 
M e t e than migt^be expected. It is tentatively classified as a Clark type H tratfehet derivative^.,. ^ 
^Qaik if3,4j.arrowhead which falls in to Green's (Green f980) oblique class; fair|y:thick examples ^ 
^oFarrowheads iihthis- same generklTorm have been recorded from Lion Point, Claeton, Essex Jjfi^ 
(LongwrJrth et al 1971, PI. xxxix.9) and Tye Fields Lav/ford, Essex (Sherman et al 1985, Fig, 19, 
F48)J ' - a ^ ^ • _ _ • -'• " -J. 

Fiehe f Frame! 
S ~ •< " ' 
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Miscellaneous retouched pieces? Two simple flakes worked along ©ntf e^ge (Figs. 9.11 and 12), both 
from 784. ""' T 

Utilized flakes Eight flakes, mostly with a maximum length in the range 33-49 mm, show signs of 
use along one edge. Two examples from 785 are illustrated (Figs. 9.14 and 15) as they were the 
Only implements from the feature. Kw • -..-' 

Cores Eight cores were present, all well reduced. Most are of simple"pyr^aii^l form with one or two, 
platforms. The example from 785 is more rectilinear (Fig. 9.13) an#was8used to produce iarge 
broad flakes. 

Hammerstones One oval flint hammerstone, approximately 55 x 48 x 36 mm and weighing 115 
^•ams, came from 983. This had be^r^^telffSlysi^jbufrit. A quartzite hammerstone of almost 
double the size and weight of this specimen wa£ recovered from 785 (see below). 

Calcined pieces'Other than the implements already referred to, six waste flakes displayed extensive 
disfiguration through burning. 

Debitage Some 94 flakes were recovered, mostly primary and secondary flakes which range in size 
fifom under 20 mm to over 88 mm along the longitudinal axis at right-angles to the strikingplatfotm. 
A'rew smaller pieces, mostly tertiary flakes and trimming flakes are present, but as a whole Ihe 
smaller end of the expected size spectrum is under represented. Insufficient pieces are present 
to make metrical analysis practical, but in general the flakes are broad and squat, with irregular 
outlines and abundant examples of hinge fracturing. 

The most interesting group offtakes are those from 785 because, on the basts of flint type and 
cortex, it can be suggested that at jeasfrnfne of the primary and secondary flakes in the group came 

., from the core found with them. No refits could be found and it must be concluded that at least the 
£ last three flakes to be detached were taken elsewhere for use and/or disposal. 

1.A.6 Additional notes on the animal bones 

by Gillian Jones •--? ̂  

Pig It is thought that the pig bones are chiefly from domestic pig-j.wllh are smaller than wild boar. 
One humerds (breadth of trochlea 31 mm) is of domestic sĵ ^eand the bones, although fragmentary, 
resembled in size those from Iron Age sites Jit, the writes experience, with the exception of one 

-male lower canine tooth. (Only the tip .survives; the outer -curve measures 120 mm, which is 
less than half the total length' of- the tocJtfe»,Ae maximum length and width of the occlusal surfae© 
measures c 70 x c 20 mm.) --' _ '**• -., 

Butchery marks were o^erved on one pig bone-, a scapula- with about ten scratches on the 
posterior/medial edge'of the" neck, perhaps caused by removing the^meat with a flint tool. 

Tajsiag each of the five pits to contain different individuals, therewere at least 8 pigs represented 
by teeth^Jwo of which were adult (QQ%M} in wear and the large CI showing considerable wear); 
the* otfe|1iied^t perhaps 9-18 niSnths (twoJvI2's unwor^, three M2's showing enamel weaf and 
an unworMo^t incisor from a different pit). Long bones included at least two piglets (three bones 
f|pm 785), five*unfused and three fused epiphyses of bone elements which fuse at 2-2.5 years and 
no fused late fusing elements. The aje estimates follow Silver's modern figures (Silver 1969). 

Red Deer Pit 962 contained four fairly eornplete red deer -antlers. All had been shed (Table 31 on 
Fkhe'l#10). No signs^of intentional marts or̂ wMr w/ei% observed; three of them showed some 
polish around the join of the beam and the b ^ ^ tine, bin this could have happened during life and 
does not prove their use as a tool. Two wegg comglet̂ f enough to show that the antlers bore browf 
bey and trey tinea (3rd head or older). A tWjBlpite bbre a long brow and one other tine; one would' 
expect a' bey tine in an antler of this size; the beam between the brow an<| ?trey is 100 mm long — 

. suggesting that it h the trey and that the bey is absent. Antler growth is very variable, but it is of 
interest to observe such variation in Neolithic deer. The fourth antlerbore only a small brow tine 

Fichfe 1 ' • ' • » . , Frame 9 
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and part of the beam. 

, Measurement "Arftler , Measurement 
; 1 -- . 2 3 4 

brow length ..,..- / — — 245 108 
circumference of lower beam c-130 119 — 97 
burr circumference . — — — 151 
circumference above burr 186 185 160 124 
length io centre of base of trey c 310 c220 150 — 

/ 

An measurements in mm using International (C.I.C) systerrTXDe Nahlik 1959, 110). 
Accuracy to 2 mm (c to 5 mm). The antlers were reconstructed for measurement. 

Table 31 Measurements of Late Neolithic antlers from 962 
The measurements of the circumference of the beam are. within the lower half of the range found 

at Grimes Graves (Legge 1981). The brow tine of antler 3 would be considered a good length 
^ fer modern Scottish deer (De Nahlik 195-9, 105), but is not particularly large in comparison with 

medieval deer from Netherton, Newbury (Sadler pers. comm.). __ 

The antlers, which had been damaged by the tracks of thejaex "scraper and by frost action before 
excavation, were reconstructed from fragments. 

Cattle The cattle bones appear to be from the domestic animal, none being large enough to suggest 
that the aurochs were present. (One bone was measurable: scapula neck - SLC 40, method of von 
den Driesch (Driesch 1976). Separation of cattle and re>rj deer long bones was certairujamost cases, 
using comparative material from Bronze Age and later cattle, and medieval and modeftnred deer. 

A mandible and a few loose teeth indicate two individuals with M3 unerupted and^one with M3 
showing enamel wear only, ie all less than about jive years old. The mandible had a dozen or so 
long scratches on the buccal side, and two other mandible fragment^ bore marks. 

•*&. 

2*B Beaker period pits 

2.B.1 Descr ip t ion of excavated features 

S l l €ir§ilar pit 0.6€ m acfo9l and 0. lZm^eep. Saucer-profile, f^ed wjitedark humic soil with small 
stones and afew charcoal fkeks? •'Adjace^t^-ti\Ts pit on the north-west side was an oval ?posthole 
0.15 m east-west by 0.12 m nc^r^sout^md 0„0'^m,deep. " " 

Finds: Pottery (P7-P14 Figs. ' : | i7-9 and-if j^ X / ^ - . .^^ir*" ; % 
.790 Circular, pit 0.60 m across and (X2JLm cjemJPrleWwere two fills: clean brown clayey silt (layer 

790/1) overlying dark greyish-brown clayey silt with charcoal flecks. ^ ,*> 
Finds: Pottery QM 5 Itig. 15.15); 'flint (12 fragments comprising 1 scraper, 1 serrated blade0, 9 

unretoucfffetf flakes", I calcined lump);'J fragment of cry stalling sandstone or quartzitt* # ^ 
794 Irregular depression,2.89 m long (north-west to south-eas$, 0.75 m wide and 0.28 m deep,%The 

«: aorth-easterri side&is vertical, the other nicies slope gently to grounded base Filled with clayey, 
gmger-brown sandy-compact silt. : " ' 

Finder Pottery {PI 6); flint (3 fragments comprising 2 flakes and 1 .miscellaneous retouched piece, 
possibly "a broken knife).- ; ° 

1216, Circular pit or posthofe. No details of size or fill available. 0 • 
Finds: Pottery (P17 and P18 Figs. 15,Inland 18); flint (.1 miscellaneous retoucmd flake). 

1260 Roughly circular pit approximately i f f ^ . i n diameter an i 0.35 m deep. There were four fills 
(see Fig. 117onFiche 1#11): bumt'itcmes fndLburnt and raw claycame from layer 2, mfftofthe 
finds from layer 3. Over 135 burnt stones were recovered from this pit. A radiocarbon date was ,%-

Fiehe % Praia© 10 
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Figure 117 Plan and section of Beaker.pit 1160 
'-•t.&gS* 

determined on material from this pit: 371 Oil 00 BP (HAR-5499). ^ - ' ' ' -
On the south side the pit cut into an area of ginger, coloured clayey soil containing charcoal 

flecks and burnt"Ston^sr-This was interpreted as a pair of posthoies with a shallower area' between. 
The western hole Was about 0.25 m ir^iameter, the eastern one 0.38 m north-east to aoutt-west by 
0.25 m north-wesKto south-east^"-5^ " ' . ~ « * 

Finds: Pottery (£--lS-p42 Figs. 15:19-36); flintworjytfKMl pieces comprising-20 server?, t', 
serrated blade, 1 util^edlSake, 4 mis^ellaneeus retouched flakes, raxe^fragmenfe^^sfdjfi'corjt,^ 
2 knives, 1 core, 36 u^utkked^akes, 7 calcined lumps, 61 fragments of^rftKfliffl |̂̂ SmM:b-6n,f 
,(3 fragments repr ts^^g cattle and pig); stone (15 pieces Jncludingviwo -probable cushion stones 
aaj a variety of-p.ebbl.es kidhammerston©*-*-*- see Fig. 18). ' ' - - . ~~* • .„ 

y<"m&, 

2.%2,b Fabricf^ \ _- : 

Three main fabric groups were' identified during the macrosseojc inspLectron of Hfe-Hfe' 
pottety and subsequently verified ifi thin-section (see ab$ve section Ch. 2.A72.b oh Fiche ' 
3, 4 and 5) and Table, 32on Fiche #12. , ~ -^^^^T 

t,jym<. 
t period 
Fabrics 

Ficlel 

of-p.ebbl.es


V. 
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Feature ^ ^ _____ 
Narnber of vesjets 

_ .—e . 

Pot numbers Feature 
Fa 8nc 3 Fabrie 4 Fabrie5 unassigned 

Pot numbers 

552 • 4 (48) 4 (65) (4) P7-P14 
790 1 416) Pf5 

,-* 794 N 1 (6) PI, 
1246 2 (33) t P17-P18 
1260 6 (151) 15 (717) 3 ~(16l) ;' W P19-P42 

vlbtals 10 (199) 22 (83 IT" 4 (167) (100) 
Figures in brackets indicate the total weight of sherds in grams 

Table 32 Summary of the Beaker pottery by context 

-'•?&!*, 

•%B,2.c Catalogue of Beaker pottery 

P7 Single bodysherd from a fineware<fceaker in Fabric 1. Comb impressed decoration on the exterior: 
filled chevron pattern (Clarke 1970, motif 32,i). Orange-red colour throughout. Wtl3g. Fig. 15.7. 

P8 Two bodysherds from a fineware beaker in Fabric 2. Comb impressed decoration on the exterior: 
diagonal hatching (Clarke 1970, motif 2 or similar). Pink-red colour throughout. Wt8g.J?ig; 15.8. 

P9 Two bodysherds from a fineware beaker in Fabric 1., Incised decoration on the exterior: parallel 
horizontal lines (Clarke 1970, motif 1). Orange-red colour throughout. Wt 8 g. Fig'. 15.9 

P10 Single basesherd from a fine ware beaker representing less than a fifth of the-drcumference. 
Simple junction of the wall to base. No decoration. Estimated diameter 80 mm. Wt 20 g. Not 
illustrated."" _,, . ««/" 

Pll Five bodysherds from a thick walled coarse beaker in Fabric 2. Fingernail impressed decoration 
on the exterior. Dark grey to black colour throughout. Wt 44 g. Fig. 15.11 

P12 Two bodysherds from a thin .walled fine ware* beaker in Fabric 1. No decoration present. Grey to 
light brown cotour JjjSughout. Wt7g. Not illustrated. ^ 

P13 Single b j ^ h e / d from a thin walle#tineware beaker in Fabric 2. No decoration present. Black 
, thrdBg&oitfrWt 6rg'. Not'illustrated. 
P14 Smgle~bodysherdfrjwa thift'walled fineware beaker in Fabric 2. No decoration present. Pink-

orange exterior surface, grey interior surface with dark core. Wt 7~g. Not illustraled. **:'• -
PlSJUeven small bodysherds from-a thin walled fineware beakerln Fabric 2. N^llecoration present. 
i^Cfange-red surfaces with dark core. Wt 16 g. Not illustrated. . ** 
PW'Two small bodysherds from a finelvare beaker in Fabric:3?* Impressed fingernail decoration On* 

the exterior. Pink-red exterior surface ,liark core and interior face-. Wt6 g. Not illustrated. 
PI 7 Single small ?rimsherd from a thin walie&be&kerin Fabric' 2r-No decoration present,, JJ^e^browtt 

colour throughout. Wt 3 g. Not illustrated. ""*- ,; — >:* 
PliLjEight bodysherds from a fineware b(?ak§£ in Fabric 2. Heavilyjabradeti. No decoration visible; 

Pink-red exterior surfe.ee/dark core aMlhteriQfrface.JVt^p,g. Not tituat̂ S'ted. '-^-'^ Z. 
PI9 Eleven sherds-irom-the rim and upper body pAioh-'oC^ thm walled fineware beaker hi fabric 

4. The rim is of simply founded form*. Short-neckedfpi^i^^^-keJbt'Z&,II/IV), Exterior decorated 
~ witfi%orizontally "set comb-impressed lines (Glarte.l'^W^mo^f 1). Ptn^-0raa^tfirfaces wit' 

dajkeore. Wt 34 g. Fig. 15.19 \ . r'-'• ~ * ~\-*»w- ^ 
-P20 Two sherds from-the rim qnthopjer body-^ertlori of a triSf^^fted Srilware beaJ^ua-Ff 

The rim is-of simple ra^^e j forrft.̂ xlel-iQr decorated with comb impressed decoratioCarraag®^ 
as th&fe'• parallel .horizontal %6s below which a zigzag line^below which tw^ horizontal fines, ; 

~~ below which a further zigzag line (Clarke 1970, motifs. 1 and 7). Orange-red surfaces with a dark-
core. Wtl£g . Fig/15.20V^ "" " / 

PJi^T^rfjaodysherds iropi a thin walled fineware beaker in Fabrie 4. Exterior decorated with 
impreJted combjines comprising-groups of horizontally set parallel lines below which is a band 
of short diagonal lines (^fcke ip'O, motifs 1 and 2/12). Pink-red surfaces.wifh dark core. Wt 32 

Fiche 1 Frame 12 

_.„»-->. 3arf 

surfe.ee/dark
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^fig.l5M , •• h \ -
P22 Two bodysherjds from a fineware beaker with medfum thickness .walls in Fabric 4. Exterior 

detorated with comb impressed lines comprising bands ̂ f horizontally set parallel lines with lattice 
pattern betweenJjClarke 197&,motjfs 1 and 4). Pink-orange colour throughout. Wt41 g. Fig, 15.22 

P23 Single fyodystieMfrom a thin walled fine ware beaker iri .Fabric 4. Exterior de ra ted with jcomb 
"* impressed lines comprising/norizontally set parallel lines with diagonal lines fe neath (Clarke 1970, 

motifcJ and2/J2), Orange exteri^vpink interior, dark core, Wt 5 g. Fig. 15 23 
P24 Two bodysherdCfrorn^a small fine.ware beaker in Fabric 3. Exterior decorated with impressed 

g- decoratian^omprisihg dot sized stab marks arranged in horizontal lines, possibly barbed-wire style. 
Orange exterior, pink interiory-dark core. Wt 6 g. Fig. 15.24 ^u -

P25 Three bodysKerds from a thin walled fineware beaker in Fabric 3. Exterior decorated with twisted 
' core impressed lines in bands set horizontally round the vessel. Exterior i>rown-red colour, interior 
and core dark. Wt 22 g. Fig. 15.25 * ' ' . - \ . -_ 

P26 Single rimsherd from a fineware beaker in Fabric 4, The rim Is rather unusual in'being cordoned. 
A single line of horizontally set comb-impressed decoration runs round the vessel in the.necfc 
defined between the cordon and the rim; another line of comb impressed decoration lies below the 
cordon. Red-orange throughout. Wt 9g Fig. 15.26 < * , : 'J -

P27 Single bodysherd from a thin walled beaker in Fabric 4. The exterior is decorated with heavily 
incised vertically se't lines. Dark-red throughout. Wt 11 g. Fig. 15.27 W 

P28 Two bodysherds from a medium £ized beaker with fairly "thick walls in Fabric 4. Exterior 
, decorated with widely spaced, horizontally set, comb-impressed lines. The notches of the pomh 

.. used were unusually large. Exterior and interior surfaces pink-fed, dark, core. Wt 27 g. Fig. 15.28 
P29 Eighteen sherds representing part of the, rim and upper body portion of an unusual vessel of 

unknown IbfnV but probably some .kind of bowl, inllabric 4. The rim is T-shaped and'made by 
rolling the walls inwards and -outwards. "The vesseLis'n^ deWSIed a$ such, 4?ut does have tw#*-
projecting applied lumps of clay belo*w the rim, and among the bodyshercfs fere are indication^ jif* 
others. The exterior is red-orange in colour., the core and interior dark. tVt 112 gj, Fig. 15'.2£. -•K 

JP30 Two rimsherdwTrorr̂  a thin, walled fine ware beaker in Fabric 3. The rim is of simpl^jou^d-
headed fc>rm; the walls of the vessel slope in-"fairly steeply. ESnmated rirrf diameter^TTT mm. 
No decoration-present, interior î&S*exteriors surfaces pink to red-in colour, dark core. Wt 28 g. ' 
.Kg. Bffar' . '" " "*'- ' '~* . \ . 

1*31 Fouflherds from the rim and upper body of a thin walled Ineware beaker in Fabric 3. The rim is 
slightly thickened and is flat topped. Estimated vessel diarnetei^. T5.Q npi. No decoratieii^ircsent, 
Exterior red, interior light-brown, dark core. Wt 32 gXFig. i-5.31 *-•—* ' " i*'* * *'." *' 

P32 Three sherds representing'most of the base of a smaj! fineware beaker in Fabric 4. Tbreslimated 
base diameter is 120 mm. The junction between the base and the side wails is of iifltple form; < 
there is evidence for coil construction at the base/wall junction. No decorkfion.present. Dark red 
throughout, wt 124g. Fig. 15.32 / « 

P33 Single large basesjh r̂d and lower body-portion of a fineware beaker ir/Fabric 4. The estimated 
.' .diameter of the base is approximately 80 mm. The Junction between the base and the side wall 

•is slightly^elaborated with by'the presence of a foot. No-decoration present. Pink-red exteridr, 
bwwn^rediat|rio£.and core. Wt 86 g.-Fig. 15.33 '"*"' . ^ % ,- - -

1*34 Single basesRerd from a small fineware beaker in Fabric* 3. . The estimatedMse diatottef is 
WO mm. The junction between the base and the wall is of simplejjpip, ;N^^cp#atioa^r^ent *" 
J&ed-tiEange exterior, dark core and interior surface, Wt 19 g, Fipi$.M^ ij^ ~M\. ^^^; 

^3S Ten b^dysherds from a thick walled coarseWam beaker in Fabrie^lr,E»wHo£-^J#ra|cd with 
^ imgeraail impressions rather haphazardly arranged,^fint-ted interior&fltt^#^ridr surfaces, dark 

. 'core. Wt'99g. Fig. 15.35 ' r?'-: ' - < V. ' ^ : > ^ " t ^ ; _ ;., --e 

.Iftd Three sherds representing part of the rim and upper-feody 'portion of '•&' large coarse beate 
"^^^tbeker) in Fabric 4. The rim is flat-topped and slightly thickened. The overall diameter is h*ftt ] 
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f to estimatlphit it was certainly in excess of 300 mm, and may have been as much as 400 mm. The 
form was a steep sided, bucket-shaped vessefc No decoration present. Red interior and exterior » 
surfaces, dark core. Wtl59g. Fig. 15.36 . * 

P37 Four bodysherds from a thin walled ?beaker in Fabric 4. No decoration present. Pink to light 
red exterior, dark core and interior. Wt 16 g. Not illustrated. 

P3S Four bodysherds from a fairly thick walled ?beaker in Fa$*& 3. No decoration present. Pink to 
light brown.exterior, dark core and interior surface. Wt 44g'Not illustrated. 

P39 Single bodysherd from a fairly thin wailed ?beaker in Fabric 5, No decoration. Exterior light-
brown, core and interior dark. Wt 43 g. Not illustrated. 

P40 Single bodysherd from a thin walled ?beaker in Fctbric 4. No -decoration present. Pink-light 
brown colour throughout Wt 15 g. Not illustrated. 

P41 Two bodysherds from a fairly thin walled ?beaker in Fabric 4. No~decoration present. Buff to 
light brown exterior, dark core and interior.surface. Wt 11 g. Not illustrated. 

P42 Four,bodysherds from a fairly thin walled ?bedker in Fabric 4. No decoration present. Pink to 
brown exterior, dark core 'and interior surface. Wt 34 g. Not illustrated. 

• . • • • « f i ' . . . • 

2.B.3 Ceramic objects and daub mr 

A total of 528 grams of fired clay was recovered -fmsa 1260^ One distinctive piece, weighing about 
14 grams and in Fabric 4? is roughly circular in outline, about 33 mm in diameter, and has a raised Up 
with a small projection. Its purpose is uncertain. A second piece, weighing about 13 grams and in a 
very sajidy fabric which is best described as daub (see Ch. 2.A.2.b for description}", is Mther similar 
but lacks the raised lip and projection. The remaining fragments are of no particular form and are 
mostly represented in the daub fabric. All of these daub fragments have been heavily burnt. 

2.B.4 Flintwork 

2.B.4.a Catalogue of Beaker flint types "\ ^ 

Scrapers The most numerous tool-type represented is the scraper, of which there are a total of 21, 
all but one being from l^lfe-I^Iy three examples (Figs. 1-7.3, 11 and. 12) may be regarded as 
apprdaching the Massic Beaker discoid form, although one broken example (Fig. 17.4) may also 
h&Ve been in this |ame category. Of theTemainder, seven are side scrapers and ten are end scrapers. 
Ten are m%4e on cortical flakes, and one~(Fiĝ  17.17) is made on a piece of drift flint. Size is highly 
variabltt^fid. ranges from me tiny-specimen made on a flak* of drift flint with a maximum flake 
length measuredat right-angles to the striking platform of only 21 mm through to a large%nd scraper 
•-(Fig. 17.1) with a maximum fla^e length of 53 mm. In general the Beaker scrapers are smaller 
and lighter than those associated w't<h Grooved Ware. Fig. 16 shows a comparative plot of scraper 
dimensions for the two periods of activity on the site; two clusters can be clearly discerned. The 
extent of retouch also-varies considerably \&%the assemblage falling neatly into three even-sized 
groups ~on the basis of the proportion of the scra#SF$rcumjgrence which is retouphed: * 

-fextent of retouch *. quarter half three-quarterj total circumference 
Number of %amples 7 :, «»7 7 

The steepaess of retouch varies f&Hffajptew working on-some of-the Mde scrapers (eg. V, 
Figs. 17.10 and 15) to steep vbull-Tiosea^6"r;^ingonse'^oftheeiKl^rApers(eg- Figs. 17.13 ane^^ J 

SerrafM flakes Two sefMted flakes are present, oncfrom 1260 and one from 790 (Figs. 17*24 and 
25 respectively). Both are madron long narrow flakes an^oth h§ve an in4ented serrated edge. 
The example from 790 may havfc the remains of'a poiiiefrattle tfsta^end©f|W'serratedf^m 

-Mcbe 1 " ' . - . * ' • ^ranjM4 

-^ 
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Knives Two examples were recovered from 1260. The larger (Fig. 17.2:2) is a pointed type. made on 
a thick cortical flake with fairly steep invasive retouching down one side. The smaller is made on 
a non-cortical flake and has shallow invasive retouch along both side and aroun0hf?a1stal end. 
Both examples retain their bulbar ends. ° *' 

Polished axe A single fragment "was found raised as a core in 1260 (Fig. 17.21). The portion 
represented is from the blade end of what .was pfobably a fairly small and slender axe. As a core, 
flakes were detached in two directions. The^axe may belong to an earlier phase of activity in the 
area and have been reused during Beaker times because of its value as r^w material.^ 

Miscellaneous retouched flakes fTve .of the six pieces in this group are simply flakes-with small 
amounts of retouching flpng*orie side. The remaining pieqe, from 794, may originally have been 
part of a knife; all that sflmves-is the distal end of what must have been a large flake with low-angle 
retouch, including invasive retouch, alqng one side and around the distal end. This.was the only 
worked piece of flint from 794. 

Utilized flakes Only one flake shows signs of having been utilized. 
Cores. Apart from the axe fragment already'described there was a single core from 1260. Though 

well-reduced it has only a single platform, and a significant amount of cortex remaining, suggesting 
that it was hot extensively prepared before working. 

Debitage Approximately 70 % of the assemblage by fragment count is debitage, of which.slightly 
over half is local drift flint which seems to have contributed little to the manufacture of tools .and 
which shows signs of having been variously broken, smashed or flaked. Of the 'chaUdand' flint 
Jhe&e is a range of primary and secondaiy flakes together with small quantities of tertiary flakes and 
tShips. Insufficient pieces exist to make metrical analysis practical. Most pieces have been cleanly 
detached, and only 5 flakes dfsplay marked hinge-fracturing. 

Calcined lumps Eight pieces are heatxrazed, none of them recognizable as implements or cores. 

2J&5..- Stone objects n. 

2.115.H Catalogue of stone objects 

The following Ejects of non-local stone were recovered from 1260: 

• 2 * 

51 Small portion of a broken sandstone cushion stone. The stone \%^ coarse grained sandstone, 
pinky-re^Jik colour. About one-third of the original object survives, just enough to $llow itto..bje 
reconstructed asJiaving a roughly circular outline with a diametexof about 80 mm. the weight 0 
the surviving fragment is about 174;grams, The tog and bottom faces are-rpughly paralleNp 
another, although the bottom face is slightly larger than the top. The sides are smdbth and worl 

,\ to a gentle curve. The breaks are not especially fresh, and the stone appears to have b^n l̂fligeXed 
about a bit a$£r it was broken but before being incorporated in the pit fill. (Fig. 1SJ 

52 Two joining fragments of a sandstone rubber or cushion stone of some sort. The stone is a coarse . 
ferruginous sandstone. The surviving portion of this object suggests that ©riginaliyut was oval hi 
outline^ with a ̂ maximura width of about 90 mm and an estimated jftaximum le°ngth of 100^110 
mm. The thickness is abou|C40 mm, and the surviving portion-weighs about 280 grams. The side 
edges of the object show"mgn§ of having beeri pecked into shape,, the top and bottom faces are 
smooth with wear.\(Fig. 18,2) 

53 "Large pebble hamiperstone weighing approximately U20 grams made from a fine, dark brow^~ 
"coloured quarlMte ptebbie. The pebble is roughly -triangular in outline with sides 200 mm by 120* 
mm by 120 mm and^thickness of aSJut 50 mm. The comers are rounded but there is no frace of 
ar|^©ial shaping. TraVes of wear are"#onfined to one of the three comers, the long side opposite 

"presumably being the p̂ art of the stoneijhatwas held4?y the "user. (Figpl8.3) . - * ' 

Fich0i 
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54 Medium sized pebble hammerstone weighing approximately 335 grams made from a fine, dark 
brown coloured quartzite pebble. The pebble is roughly oval in outline. Traces of battering are 
present on both ends, but a full assessment of the extent of use is precluded by the fact that much of 
the surface of the pebble has acquired a coating of hard calcareous concretion. The overall length 
is about 85 mm, the width about 70 mm and the thickness about 35 mm. (Fig. 18.4) 

55 Smairĵ &teble hammerstone weighing approximately 165 grams made from a fine grained, white 
coloured quartzite pebble. The pebble is roughly square in outline, with sides about 45-50 mm and 
rounded corners. The thickness is about 28,mm.#Much of the length of the shortest side is battered 
mid fractured from use as a hammer. (Fig. 1~§.5) 

§6 Small pebble hammerstone weighing approj^^^Ly 5,8 grams made from a fine grained, white-
yellowish coloured quartzite pebble. The pe||p»is roughly circular and about 40 mm in diameter. 
About one-third of the circumference display ĵjgvidence for battering and fracture from use as a 
hammer.- (Fig. 18.6) 

, St-S12 Six fragments of ovoid shaped quartzite pebbles. All unmodified and with no clear signs of 
mh. Total weight of fragments 135 grams. 

S13-S14 Two roughly spherical pieces of limestone. On% is,a water-worn lump of fossiliferous stone 
weighing about 42 grams, the other is a piece of fossil coral weighing about 26 grams. 

* SIS In addition tQthese pieces a single roughly cube-shaped fragment of fine grained sandstone 
weighing 9 gta'ms was recovered from 790. It appears to have been lightly burnt but there are no 
original surfaces visible. y$ 

2.D Undated prehistoric features 

2.B.2 Flintwork l \ 

A collection of 59 flints weighing a total of approximately:^ grams was recovered from the undated 
features. The composition of the assemblage as a whole \$ summarized on Table 33 orlFiche 1#16. 

' Type \Number 
Scraper 
Serrated flake 
Knife 
Arrowhead 
Misc. retouched 
Core 
Unutilized flakes 

\ 4 

i 
i 
i 

49 
Total 59 

Table 33 Summary offlintworkfrom undated features 

Ttt€ scraperrire indistinctive, one from 969 has been burnt and another, from 553 hat been burnt 
aai broken, Three^ieges are of special interest. The first is from 1209 arĵ Kt alarg^teiiff (Fig. J 18,1 
Ottifiefae l#17) manufa f̂tired on a cortical flake oyer 85 mm long whifn was bfcmted along o»© side 
am<tgiven a fringe of shallow invasive retouch along the-other. The rtlofehed-edge has floss (?sioM© 
gloss) along almost the whol ,̂ length of both faces. The second piece is from IW^tFig. 118.2 pm 
Fichf'il^||)-#i^while^)roperly classified as a serrated flake this piece was probailya m»iti*p«fpos# 
tool became t&e distal end and ^rt.pf^?%Mie--op|K>5ite"..^ie^iTatelI edge has been retouched to 
form a scraper. The flake is broken bpf would originally have been of CQnside«:ifjpge, The tihir# 
jjkee, from 1188, is part of a btfacially jlaked arrowhead of fine workmanship (Fig. 118J ©a Flefe© 

fkke 1 , fwmU 
•--¥%-
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-Figure 118 Flint from undated prehistoric features 1209, 1145 and 1288 
' • • % . ' 

1#17). UnforfiSaately the breaks occur in'such places that it-is impossible to say exactly what type 
of arrowhead it once was. Most likely is that is waf a barbed and tanged or triangular form, to judge 
from the straight section of the remaining side. 

2.E Flints from later features 

2.E.1 Catalogue of residua! fUr^work by type 

,Fig. 19 / X
s --• V 

Scrapers Twenty-two scrapers were present, ranging in size from 52 mm down to 22 mm along the 
- jmaximurrt flake length at right angles t\the striking platform. Thus they are generally at the smaller 
end of the size spectrum of scrapers from stratified contexts and more closely resemble the Beaker 
types, than the €rrooved Ware associai^d types. Figs. 19.5-15 show a representative selection of 

* the complete and near-complete specimens. Six exafrrples are side scrapers; the remainder are end 
^ scrapers. Becau|e so many are damaged it is not practical io give a break-down of the extent of 
• S retouch, but the steepness of retouch is highly variably,,:-"~^ 
S^/rated-blades Four exam'pls are represented (Figs, 19,46-19), a!4 from Iron Age features. Two 

are complete and were made on rather irregular shaped cortical flakes; the two'broken examples 
were made on thinner flakes. One example (Fig. 19.16) has-serrations along both sides of the flake, 

Arrowheads Four arrowheads or projectile points were recovered representing a variety of different 
forms. The almost complete example from 830 (Fig. 1SU21) is a transverse arrowhead of chisel form 
of dark(1934) type Ci. More difficult to classify is the broken specimen from 897 (Pig. 19̂ 22) 
which is probably a Clark (1934) type D with a substantial/part of the transverse cutting edge 
missing. The broken point of an arrowhead from 313 (Fig/ 19.20) could Have come from either 
a leaf-shaped or a barbed and tanged example* insufficient remains to sâ * which. The fourth 
example, from 541 (Fig. 19.23), is a finely made triangular form with a pronounced tang but np 
barbs. Although bifacialiy worked, retouching is confined to the edges, 

Points Two irriplements which may be classified as points were present,. The larger, from 897 
(Fig. 19.26) has a simple point fashioned, on the distal end of a latge,cortical ffake^ .Hie %mg$^ 
example, frdm 959 (F%. 19.25) is more extensively retouched and*®! the point €fttiefproxteal 

fictet"-- PrafiMl? 
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end of a cortical flake from which the bulb of percussion has been removed. ^ 
Knife A single knife was found in 879 (Fig. 19.24), It is finely made oifSSflake with a magnum 

length of 4'8 mm. It is has been worked almost all round the circumference on the uppeffl^%ith 
«*low angle invasive retouch, and almost falls into the category of plano-convexjcnives. 

Striker-light One small rod-like implement from 879 (Fig. 19.27) may be descrifed as a strike-a
light, although there is no sign of wear on either of the two ends. The piece has been fashioned 
from a large thick flake and has been retouchec^tQ produce the characteristic reversed S-shajped 
form. " / '-:\: ^ • / 

Miscellaneous retouched flakes A variety of flakes displayed signs of secondary working, mostly 
simple retouching along one or both sides. Three examples^aTe illustrated (Figs. 19.28,29 and 32). 

Utilized flakes Because of the poor condition of many flints any signs of use that they on£e displayed 
have probably long vanished in many cases. Nonetheless, seven pieces with such traces were 
identified. • * r • 

Cores Only 18 cores were present, mostly well reduced examples of simple single or double platform 
types. A fairly typical example- is illustrated (Fig. 19.30). One fine pyramidal core was found in 
611 (Fig. 19.31). 

Debitage The majority of the flakes were broken or damaged, but there were certainly examples from 
primary, secondary-and tertiary working, although small chips and flakes were poorly represented. 


